Interdot carrier transfer in asymmetric bilayer InAs/GaAs quantum dot structures
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Transient photoluminescence from a series of asymmetric InAs quantum-dot bilayers with a GaAs barrier layer thickness varying from 30 to 60 monolayers between the quantum-dot planes is investigated. The interdot carrier transfer process is analyzed. In the framework of a three-level system, interdot carrier transfer times between 200 and 2500 ps are derived and compared with similar data from the literature. Within the semiclassical Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin approximation, the observed “transfer time-barrier thickness-relation” supports nonresonant tunneling as the microscopic carrier transfer mechanism. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1861980]

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are a promising material for various optoelectronic applications. For many practical purposes, such as semiconductor lasers and infrared detectors, three-dimensional QD arrays are needed in order to achieve significant interaction between the optical field and carriers confined within the QDs. As a result, both lateral transport of nonequilibrium carriers within one layer of QDs as well as vertical transport between QD layers is expected to play a significant role in device performance. In previous studies, we have addressed lateral carrier transfer, i.e., the transport of carriers within one QD plane. For this purpose we studied QD structures with a bimodal size distribution and monitored their transient population, in particular the population of larger-sized dots by carriers from smaller-sized QDs, by means of time-resolved photoluminescence (PL).

The present study is devoted to the vertical transfer of carriers, i.e., the transport of carriers between two neighboring QD layers along the growth direction. That is, in analogy to our previous work on lateral transport, we report on the transient population of a structure consisting of two QD layers separated by a spacer layer, similar to the structure used in Refs. 5 and 6. By using different InAs deposition rates, growth temperatures, or annealing times for the specific layers, vertically stacked QD layers with differently sized dots, but uniform size distribution in each layer, have been achieved. Naturally, the spacer thickness between the QD layers represents a very important parameter. In this letter, the population of larger-sized dots (LQD) affected by carriers from smaller-sized dots (SQD) is monitored and transient PL is used as the main tool for the visualization of this inter-QD carrier transfer. In particular, the investigation of a series of asymmetric QD bilayers with barriers of different thicknesses separating the QD layers allows the identification of the nature of the interdot carrier transfer process as nonresonant tunneling.

The samples studied here are grown using a solid-source molecular beam epitaxy system coupled to an ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscope (STM). The structures consist of two InAs layers grown on a GaAs(001) substrate, followed by a 0.5 μm GaAs buffer layer. 10 min of annealing at 580 °C provides a nearly defect-free atomically flat surface. The seed, or first QD layer, is fabricated by depositing 1.8 monolayers (ML) of InAs with a growth rate of 0.1 ML/s under an As4 partial pressure of 8 × 10−6 Torr at a substrate temperature of 500 °C. GaAs spacer layer (dsp) of 30, 40, 50, or 60 ML was deposited on top of the seed QD layer for each sample, respectively. The second QD layer is then added by deposition of 2.4 ML InAs followed by a 150 ML GaAs cap layer. Structural characterizations are accomplished by plan-view STM and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM). In the seed layer we find a size distribution of (4±1.5) nm for the height, (20±3) nm for the width, and a dot density of about 4.5×1010 cm−2. The QD density in the second layer changes over the range of (2.5–4)×1010 cm−2 depending on the value of dsp. The QDs in the second layer are found to have nearly twice the volume of the seed QDs (for dsp=30 ML). This is due to additional deposition as well as to the influence of the strain field from the seed layer. Thus, we obtain two vertically correlated QD layers with different sized dots in each layer. Such a system has been called an “asymmetric QD pair” (AQDP) in analogy with extensive work on an asymmetric double quantum-well (ADQW) system. Naturally, the number of QDs in the seed layer participating in the creation of AQDPs must be strongly dependent on the dsp. Our XTEM statistical analysis proves this dependence of the AQDP fraction (the correlation degree α) on the dsp value: α=0.95, 0.70, 0.50, and 0.10 for the dsp=30, 40, 50, and 60 ML, respectively. A single layer 1.8 ML QD sample is fabricated as well and analyzed as a reference.
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Primary characterization of all samples is done by low temperature steady-state PL. Results are given in Fig. 1(a) whereas Fig. 1(b) depicts a simplified energy scheme of the AQDP. As an example, the PL spectrum for the sample with $d_{sp} = 30$ ML shows a single, slightly asymmetric peak at 1.09 eV, corresponding to the expected emission energy from the LQDs in the second layer. With increasing $d_{sp}$, however, an additional PL peak at 1.26 eV appears, resulting in a clear double peak structure for the 50 and 60 ML spacer samples. This peak at higher energy agrees well with the PL peak observed for the single 1.8 ML layer reference QD sample. Therefore, it is attributed to the emission of the SQDs in the seed layer. The increasing SQD PL with $d_{sp}$ can be seen as the first hint for a decreasing carrier transfer probability between the SQDs and LQDs on different layers as one would expect due to the decreased electronic coupling.

Transient PL measurements are performed after impulsive excitation by 80 fs pulses at 732 nm from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser operating at 82 MHz. The excitation density is 0.4 W cm$^{-2}$, at the maximum of the cw PL line. Transient PL measurements are performed after impulsive excitation by 80 fs pulses at 732 nm from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser operating at 82 MHz. The excitation density is 0.4 W cm$^{-2}$, at the maximum of the cw PL line. All experiments were carried out to carefully locate the PL emission wavelength for the SQDs and the LQDs.

Figure 2(a) gives the normalized PL transient data taken at the PL lines of the AQDP with a spacer thickness of 30 ML. The detection energies are at 1.25 and 1.09 eV for the SQDs and LQDs, respectively. The time-delayed PL from the LQDs convincingly illustrates the refilling of carriers from the SQDs, i.e., by the inter-QD carrier transfer that is addressed in this report. Such behavior may be well understood already within the framework of a three-level system, if the excitation density is chosen adequately low, as is the case here, cf. Ref. 4.

The normalized PL transients from the SQDs for all samples with different $d_{sp}$ are plotted together in Fig. 2(b). A simple model can be used for the PL-decay time $\tau_{PL}$ (Ref. 4) and is given by the equation for the SQD PL signal:

$$I(t) = I_0(1 - \alpha) \exp(-t/\tau_{PL}^{(1)}) + \alpha \exp(-t/\tau_{PL}^{(2)}),$$

where $\alpha$ is the correlation factor, $\tau_{PL}^{(1)}$ is the PL decay time for the noncorrelated SQDs in seed layer, $\tau_{PL}^{(2)}$ is the PL decay time for the correlated SQDs, and

$$\tau_{PL} = \frac{\tau_s \tau_{PL}^{(2)}}{(\tau_s + \tau_{PL}^{(2)})}.$$  

Here $\tau_s$ is the radiative lifetime of nonequilibrium carriers in the SQDs and $\tau_{PL}^{(2)}$ is the transfer time from the SQDs to the LQDs in AQDPs. For the single layer 1.8 ML QD reference samples we find $\tau_{PL}^{(2)} = 1.4$ ns. In the following we will use this value for $\tau_{PL}^{(2)}$ and $\tau_s$ and, therefore, be able to determine $\tau_{PL}^{(1)}$ values for all samples if the correlation factor is measured independently. The least squares fit with Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 2(b) as solid lines. The results are plotted in Fig. 3, with $\tau_{PL}^{(1)}$ versus the normalized layer thickness (closed circles).
straight line and pointing to the validity of an expression developed for tunneling processes in coupled QW—the semiclassical Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation. In this approximation \( \tau_{tr} \) is given by

\[
\tau_{tr} \propto \exp[2d_{sp}\sqrt{(2m^*/\hbar^2)(V-E_{in})}].
\]

Here \( m^* \) is the effective mass in the spacer, \( V \) is the band discontinuity of the conduction band, \( V_d \) represents the lowest confinement energy level in the SQDs. This expression is chosen in order to compare our current results with the results obtained by other authors. In Fig. 3, closed symbols represent data obtained from AQDPs, whereas open symbols are reference data from asymmetric double QW structures (Refs. 16 and 17).

Note, first that our \( \tau_{tr} \) values exceed all other \( \tau_{tr} \) data and, second, all asymmetric double QD data exceed those of asymmetric double QWs.

The first finding is interpreted as an indication for improved sample quality. In fact, tunneling times are not expected to differ for different samples as long as the average QD height of \( 4 \) nm determined from STM images.
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